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Scope	of	this	talk:	
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What	will	not	be	discussed	
(lots	of	great	work	going	on,	
but	not	enough	time	to	
discuss	it):	
•  Fermilab	muon	EDM	

measurement	(part	of	
Muon	g-2	Experiment)	

•  Muon	g-2/EDM	
Experiment	at	J-PARC	

•  Electron	dipole	moments	
•  COMET	at	J-PARC	
•  Mu3e	at	PSI	
•  MEG	II	at	PSI	
•  …	

Fermilab	

Wilson	Hall	

What	will	be	discussed:	



Why	is	charged	lepton	flavor	violation	interesting?		
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•  Standard	Model	(SM)	predicts	charged	lepton	flavor	violation	(CLFV)	at	highly	
suppressed	rates.	

•  An	observation	of	CLFV	would	imply	new	physics.		
•  CLFV	could	potentially	play	a	role	in	explaining	the	matter-antimatter	

asymmetry	of	the	universe	(leptogenesis).		
•  Quark	and	neutral	lepton	(neutrino)	flavor	violation	has	been	observed.	
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Mu2e	experiment	will	search	for											conversion.	
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µ→ e
Mu2e	physics	signal:		

µ− +A Z,N( )→ e− +A Z,N( )

Rµe =
µ− +A Z,N( )→ e− +A Z,N( )

µ− +A Z,N( )→νµ +A Z−1,N( )
< 7×10−13[SINDRUM II]

Conversion	Process	

Nuclear	Muon	Capture	

•  Mu2e	goal	is	to	probe	Rμe	at	the	level	of	~8×10-17	(90%	CL).	
•  104	improvement	with	respect	to	SINDRUM	II	!!!	

[1]	

[1]	S.	Giovannella,	EPJ	Web	Conf.	179,	01003	(2018).	doi:10.1051/epjconf/201817901003	
[2]	R.	H.	Bernstein	and	P.	S.	Cooper,	Phys.	Rept.	532,	27	(2013).	doi:10.1016/j.physrep.2013.07.002	[arXiv:1307.5787	[hep-ex]]	
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Fig. 3. The history of CLFV searches in muons (not including muonium). One sees a steady improvement in all modes and then a flattening of the rate
improvement throughout the 1990s. MEG has upgrade plans for the µ ! e� search. The two next generations of µN ! eN , Mu2e/COMET at FNAL and
J-PARC are labeled, and possible extensions at Project X and PRIME are shown. Letters-of-intent are in process for µ ! 3e experiments at PSI and Osaka’s
MUSIC facility. Individual experiments are discussed in the text.

Table 1
History of µ ! e� experiments. Hincks and Pontecorvo (1948) do not set a limit; the limit usually quoted is actually a
number of counts/hour and it is difficult to set a limit from the paper.

Year 90% CL on B(µ ! e� ) Collaboration/Lab Reference

1947 1.0 ⇥ 10�1 Chalk River Hincks and Pontecorvo (1948)
1948 .04 Washington University Sard and Althaus (1948)
1955 2.0 ⇥ 10�5 Nevis Steinberger and Lokanathan (1955)
1959 7.5 ⇥ 10�6 Liverpool O’Keefe et al. (1959)
1959 2.0 ⇥ 10�6 Nevis Berley et al. (1959)
1959 1.0 ⇥ 10�5 Rochester Davis et al. (1959)
1959 1.2 ⇥ 10�6 CERN Ashkin et al. (1959)
1960 1.2 ⇥ 10�6 LBL Frankel et al. (1960)
1961 2.5 ⇥ 10�5 Carnegie Crittenden et al. (1961)
1962 1.9 ⇥ 10�7 LBL Frankel et al. (1962)
1962 6.0 ⇥ 10�8 Nevis Bartlett et al. (1962)
1963 4.3 ⇥ 10�8 LBL Frankel et al. (1963)
1964 2.2 ⇥ 10�8 Chicago Parker et al. (1964)
1971 2.9 ⇥ 10�8 Dubna Korenchenko et al. (1971)
1977 3.6 ⇥ 10�9 TRIUMF Depommier et al. (1977)
1977 1.1 ⇥ 10�9 SIN Povel et al. (1977)
1979 1.9 ⇥ 10�10 LAMPF Bowman et al. (1979)
1982 1.7 ⇥ 10�10 LAMPF Kinnison et al. (1982)
1986 4.9 ⇥ 10�11 LAMPF/Crystal Box Bolton et al. (1986, 1988)
1999 1.2 ⇥ 10�11 LAMPF/MEGA Brooks et al. (1999)
2010 2.8 ⇥ 10�11 PSI/MEG Adam et al. (2010)
2011 2.4 ⇥ 10�12 PSI/MEG Adam et al. (2011)

the experiment showed that the interaction between the muon and the nucleus was twelve orders of magnitude less than
that required by a Yukawa particle. Pontecorvo suggested that there might be no neutrino at all in the decay, and the decay
of themuonmay be simplyµ ! e� . The paper concludes ‘‘that each decay electron is not accompanied by a photon of about
50MeV’’. In contrast, the Sard and Althaus (1948) paper explicitly quotes having observed nine events with a background of
five and is in that sense amore reliable first measurement.3 We now know the two-neutrino hypothesis is required to make
sense of the situation, and although it is out of the scope of this article, it is fascinating to trace the development of these
ideas through the demonstration of the existence of two neutrino species in the Nobel Prize-winning experiment of Danby
et al. (1962). (See Table 1.)

Before turning to the experimental status and prospects, we look at the process and intrinsic backgrounds in order to
understand the design of the experiments and the problems they face. First, we note that in µ ! e� the electron energy
is 52.8 MeV and the electron and photon have equal but opposite momenta. The experiments use stopped µ+ rather than
µ� and bring the muons to rest in a thin target. Why µ+ rather than µ�? First (and less important) is that one gets more

3 This paper has escaped mention in a number of reviews and the authors thank G. Signorelli for pointing it out to us.

[2]	

(excluding	muonium	searches)		

~104	



Several	potential	mechanisms	for	enhancing	
conversion.	
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µ→ e

LCLFV =
mµ

κ +1( )Λ2
µRσ µνeLF

µν + h.c.+ κ
1+κ( )Λ2

µLγµeL uLγ
µuL + dLγ

µdL( )+ h.c.
Effective	Lagrangian:		

Loop	Terms	 Contact	Terms	

Λ→ Effective mass scale.
κ→ Relative size of the 2 types of terms.

[1]	

[1]	A.	de	Gouvea	and	P.	Vogel,	Prog.	Part.	Nucl.	Phys.	71,	75	(2013).	doi:10.1016/j.ppnp.2013.03.006	[arXiv:1303.4097	[hep-ph]]	
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Mu2e	is	a	high	precision	experiment.	

6	[1]	R.	Bonventre	[Mu2e	Collaboration],	SciPost	Phys.	Proc.	1,	038	(2019).	doi:10.21468/SciPostPhysProc.1.038	

SciPost Phys. Proc. 1, 038 (2019)

Figure 1: Energy spectrum of electrons produced by muon decay-in-orbit (red) com-
pared with those from free muon decay (blue). Near the conversion endpoint at 105
MeV the decay-in-orbit spectrum falls as (E � Eendpoint)5.

Mu2e Project Scope!

6/14/16!R. Ray, J. Whitmore | DOE  CD-3c Review!16!

Mu2e	Project	scope	includes	
•  Modifica6ons	to	the	accelerator	

complex	

Suppress	prompt	backgrounds	by	many	orders	of	magnitude	using	a	pulsed	
beam	and	a	delayed	live	gate	
•  Proton	pulses	must	be	narrow	
•  Out-of-6me	protons	must	be	suppressed	

Radia6ve	Pion	Capture	

Target	foils	

Mu2e!

Pulsed Beam Requirements!

10/21/14!24!

•  Suppress prompt backgrounds by many orders of 
magnitude by employing a delayed live gate.!
–  Proton pulses must be narrow!
–  Out-of-time protons must be suppressed!

Live Window 

Prompt%background%

Signal%

Proton%pulse% Proton%pulse%

D. Glenzinski - DOE CD-2/3b Review!

Figure 2: The Mu2e muon beam structure and live window compared to expected
time distributions of backgrounds and signals.

3 Experimental design

The layout of the Mu2e experiment is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of three regions of su-
perconducting solenoids: the production solenoid (PS), transport solenoid (TS), and detector
solenoid (DS). The proton beam enters the PS and hits a tungsten production target. The PS
produces a graded field that reflects low momentum pions and muons back towards the TS,
which greatly increases collection efficiency and the intensity of the final muon beam. The
TS has two curved sections which separate particles in the beam by charge and momentum,
and allow for the selection of low momentum muons. The DS contains the aluminum stopping
target, which consists of a series of thin foils, as well as a straw tracker and an electromagnetic
calorimeter. The stopping target again sits in a gradient field, reflecting conversion electrons
towards the detector elements. The straw tracker and electromagnetic calorimeter sit in a con-
stant 1 T field. The tracker is designed to provide the high precision momentum measurement
that allows for the rejection of the DIO background events, while the calorimeter provides a
separate energy and time measurement that provide particle identification and a seed for the
reconstruction.

The tracker is made of approximately 20,000 low mass straws in vacuum, each 5 mm in
diameter and made of 15 µm thick mylar. The straws are oriented transverse to the solenoid
axis, arranged in 120 degree arc “panels”. Each panel contains 96 straws in two staggered
layers. Twelve panels oriented by successive 30 degree rotations make up a station, providing
stereo position information. The tracker consists of 18 stations in total, giving it a total length

38.3

SciPost Phys. Proc. 1, 038 (2019)

Figure 11: Monte Carlo simulation prediction of reconstructed momentum spectra
for background and signal events.

Table 1: Expected backgrounds in signal window for 3⇥ 1020 protons on target in a
3 year run.

Process Expected event yield
Cosmic ray muons 0.21± 0.02(stat)± 0.06(syst)

DIO 0.14± 0.03(stat)± 0.11(syst)
Antiprotons 0.040± 0.001(stat)± 0.020(syst)
Pion capture 0.021± 0.001(stat)± 0.002(syst)

Muon decay-in-flight < 0.003
Pion decay-in-flight 0.001± 0.001

Beam electrons (2.1± 1.0)⇥ 10�4

Radiative muon capture 0.000+0.004
�0.000

Total 0.41± 0.13(stat + syst)

5 Status and Summary

The Mu2e experiment at Fermilab will search for CLFV muon conversion with a sensitivity
four orders of magnitude improved over current limits. An intense pulsed proton beam, large
graded solenoids, a high precision straw tracker and electromagnetic calorimeter, and an effi-
ciency cosmic ray veto will allow it to reach a 90% confidence limit of Rµe  8⇥ 10�17 after 3
years of running. Prototypes of the detector elements have been produced and used to show
that the designs meet specifications. Construction of all three superconducting solenoids has
begun. 95% of the TS coils have been wound, and a TS test module has been delivered and
tested at Fermilab, and found to pass all specifications. Physics data taking is expected to begin
in 2022.

38.8

[1]	

[1]	

Muon	Processes:	
•  5σ	discover	reach	of	Rμe	≥	2	×	10-16	
•  Nuclear	Capture	~61%	(μ-	+	27Al	è	νμ	+	27Mg*)	
•  DIO	~39%	(Michel	spectrum	distorted	by	

nucleus)	
	
DIO	=	Decay	In	Orbit	
POT	=	Protons	On	Target		

MC	
Simulation	
Results	

SciPost Phys. Proc. 1, 038 (2019)

Figure 11: Monte Carlo simulation prediction of reconstructed momentum spectra
for background and signal events.

Table 1: Expected backgrounds in signal window for 3⇥ 1020 protons on target in a
3 year run.

Process Expected event yield
Cosmic ray muons 0.21± 0.02(stat)± 0.06(syst)

DIO 0.14± 0.03(stat)± 0.11(syst)
Antiprotons 0.040± 0.001(stat)± 0.020(syst)
Pion capture 0.021± 0.001(stat)± 0.002(syst)

Muon decay-in-flight < 0.003
Pion decay-in-flight 0.001± 0.001

Beam electrons (2.1± 1.0)⇥ 10�4

Radiative muon capture 0.000+0.004
�0.000

Total 0.41± 0.13(stat + syst)

5 Status and Summary

The Mu2e experiment at Fermilab will search for CLFV muon conversion with a sensitivity
four orders of magnitude improved over current limits. An intense pulsed proton beam, large
graded solenoids, a high precision straw tracker and electromagnetic calorimeter, and an effi-
ciency cosmic ray veto will allow it to reach a 90% confidence limit of Rµe  8⇥ 10�17 after 3
years of running. Prototypes of the detector elements have been produced and used to show
that the designs meet specifications. Construction of all three superconducting solenoids has
begun. 95% of the TS coils have been wound, and a TS test module has been delivered and
tested at Fermilab, and found to pass all specifications. Physics data taking is expected to begin
in 2022.

38.8
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Ideal	Resolution	
Is	Assumed	

Signal	



Mu2e	Experiment	is	composed	of	3	superconducting	
solenoid	systems.	

7	[1]	S.	Giovannella,	EPJ	Web	Conf.	179,	01003	(2018).	doi:10.1051/epjconf/201817901003	

[1]	

~25	m	

The	graded	magnetic	fields	suppress	backgrounds,	increase	muon	
yield,	and	improve	geometric	acceptance	of	signal	electrons.	

Production	Solenoid	(PS):	
•  Pulsed	8	GeV	proton	beam	strikes	a	tungsten	pion	production	target.	
•  Pions	are	captured	by	the	graded	magnetic	field.	
Transport	Solenoid	(TS):	
•  Select	low	momentum	negative	muons	(pions	decay	into	muons).	
•  Reject	high	momentum	negative	particles	&	positive	particles	(absorber	foils	

and	collimators),	as	well	as	line-of-sight	neutral	particles	(S-shape).	
Detector	Solenoid	(DS):	
•  Create	muonic	atoms	with	an	aluminum	stopping	target.	
•  Straw	tracker	detectors	measure	electron	momenta	and	trajectories.	
•  Calorimeters	measure	energy,	time,	and	particle	ID.	
•  Cosmic	ray	veto	detectors	surround	the	detector	solenoid.		



Construction	of	the	Mu2e	Experiment	is	underway!	
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from 36 institutions in six countries, including Italy, Germany, and the UK. Using 100 kW of
protons from PIP-II, the Mu2e-II projected sensitivity is a factor ten or more better than the
Mu2e sensitivity. Data taking could begin in the late 2020s.

The COMET collaboration is also heavily involved in R&D towards the PRISM project, which
combines COMET Phase-II with an FFAG muon storage ring to potentially provide muon beam
intensities of > 1012 stop-µ/s with a narrow momentum bite allowing the use of very thin
stopping targets, and significantly reduced pion contamination owing to the increased transport
path length. In conjunction with an upgrade to the J-PARC proton source to achieve 1.3 MW
and to the detector systems to accomodate the higher rates, PRISM o↵ers the potential to
achieve sensitivies to µ

�
N ! e

�
N of the order of 10�19. The monochromatic, pion-suppressed,

high-intensity muon beam provided by PRISM will allow the use of stopping targets comprised
of heavy elements, such as gold or lead, that can be important in understanding the underlying
new physics operators in the event of a discovery [33].

Summary

The MEG, Mu3e, Mu2e, and COMET experiments use intense muon beams to provide the broadest,
deepest, most sensitive probes of charged-lepton flavour violating interactions and to explore
the BSM parameter space with sensitivity to new physics mass scales of 103 � 104 TeV/c2,
well beyond what can be directly probed at colliders. Over the next five years, currently
planned experiments in Europe, the US, and Asia will begin taking data and will extend the
sensitivity to µ ! e charged-lepton flavour violating transitions by orders of magnitude. Further
improvements are possible and new or upgraded experiments are being considered that would
utilize upgraded accelerator facilities at PSI, Fermilab, and J-PARC. The schedule of planned
and proposed experiments is summarized in the figure below. Strong European participation
in the design, construction, data taking, and analysis will be important for the success of these
future endeavors and represents a prudent investment complementary to searches at colliders.

We urge the committee to strongly support the continued participation of European institu-
tions in experiments searching for charged-lepton flavour violating µ ! e transitions using
high-intensity beams at facilities in Europe, the US, and Asia, including possible upgraded
experiments at next-generation facilities available the latter half of the next decade at PSI,
Fermilab, and J-PARC.

Figure 1: Planned data taking schedules for current experiments that search for charged-lepton flavor
violating µ ! e transitions. Also shown are possible schedules for future proposed upgrades to these
experiments. The current best limits for each process are shown on the left in parentheses, while
expected future sensitivities are indicated by order of magnitude along the bottom of each row.
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[1]		

• Tracker Construction:

Tracker III

21

• Tracker Construction:

Tracker III

21

Calorimeter Prototype

24

Calorimeter Prototype

24

Tracker	Construction	 Calorimeter	Prototype	
The Transport Solenoid

Transport	Solenoid	

[1]	A.	Baldini	et	al.,	arXiv:1812.06540	[hep-ex]	(2018).	

S.	C.	Middleton		
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Classical	Picture:	

Quantum	Picture:	

g-factor:	 iγ µ ∂µ + ieAµ( )−m#$ %&ψ = 0
Dirac	Equation	for	EM	potential:	

•  Spin-1/2	point	particles	
•  Predicts	g	=	2	


µ = g q
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Larmor	Precession	(particle	rest	frame):		
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Quantum	Field	Theory:	
Picture	
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Vacuum	Effects	
Matter:	

a ≡ g − 2
2

Anomaly:		

•  Predicts	g	≠	2	

Different	ways	of	thinking	about	magnetic	dipole	
moments:	
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Muon	anomaly	provides	an	important	test	of	the	
Standard	Model.	

[1]	K.	Miura,	PoS	LATTICE	2018,	010	(2019).	doi:10.22323/1.334.0010	
[2]	A.	Keshavarzi,	D.	Nomura	and	T.	Teubner,	Phys.	Rev.	D	97,	no.	11,	114025	(2018).	doi:10.1103/PhysRevD.97.114025	[arXiv:1802.02995	[hep-ph]]	

It should be noted that the negative NLO contribution results
in an anticorrelation between its uncertainty and the uncer-
tainty from the LO contribution, consequently resulting in a
slight reduction in the overall uncertainty that has been
incorporated into Eq. (3.34).
The hadronic LbL contributions, although small compared

to the hadronic vacuum polarization sector, have, in the past,
beendetermined throughmodel-dependent approaches.These
are based on meson exchanges, the large Nc limit, ChPT
estimates, short distance constraints from the operator product
expansion, andpQCD.Over time, several different approaches
to evaluating ahad;LbLμ have been attempted, resulting in good
agreement for the leading Nc (π0 exchange) contribution, but
differing for subleading effects. A commonly quoted deter-
mination of the LbL contribution is the “Glasgow consensus”
estimate of ahad;LbLμ ðGlasgow consensusÞ ¼ ð10.5 $ 2.6Þ ×
10−10 [101] (alternatively, see [102–105]). However, recent
works [106–108] have reevaluated the contribution toahad;LbLμ

due to axial exchanges, where it has been found that this
contribution has, in the past, been overestimated due to an
incorrect assumption that the form factors for the axial meson
contribution are symmetric under the exchange of two photon
momenta [106]. Under this assumption, the determination in
[102] previously found the axial vector contribution to be
ahad;LbL;axialμ ¼ð2.2$ 0.5Þ×10−10. Correcting this reduces this
contribution to ahad;LbL;axialμ ¼ð0.8$ 0.3Þ×10−10 [106,107].
Applying this adjustment to theGlasgow consensus result, the
estimate in [108] finds

ahad;LbLμ ¼ ð9.8 $ 2.6Þ × 10−10; ð3:35Þ

which is the chosen estimate for ahad;LbLμ in this work. This
result is notably lower than the previously accepted LbL
estimates and will incur an overall downward shift on aSMμ . It
is, however, still within the original uncertainties when
comparing with the original Glasgow consensus estimate.
Alternatively, it should be noted that the estimate of
ahad;LbLμ ¼ ð10.2 $ 3.9Þ × 10−10 [108,109], which is a result
that is independent of the Glasgow consensus estimate,
could be employed here. In addition, the recent work [105]
has provided an estimate for the next-to-leading order
hadronic LbL contribution. It has found ahad;NLO-LbLμ ¼
ð0.3 $ 0.2Þ × 10−10, which does not alter the hadronic
LbL contribution significantly, but is taken into account
in the full SM prediction given below.
Much work has also been directed at the possibility of a

model independent calculation of ahad;LbLμ to further consoli-
date the SM prediction of aμ. One approach involves the
measurement of transition form factors by KLOE-2 and
BESIII, which can be expected to constrain the leading
pseudoscalar-pole (π0, η; η0) contribution to a precision of
approximately 15% [108]. Alternatively, the pion transition
formfactor (π0 → γ%γ%) canbecalculated on the lattice for the
same purpose [110]. New efforts into the prospects of

determining ahad;LbLμ using dispersive approaches are also
very promising [111–116], where the dispersion relations are
formulated to calculate either thegeneral hadronicLbL tensor
or to calculate ahad;LbLμ directly. These approaches will allow
for the determination of the hadronic LbL contributions from
experimental data and, at the very least, will invoke stringent
constraints on future estimates. Last, there has been huge
progress in developingmethods for a direct lattice simulation
of ahad;LbLμ [110,117–123]. With a proof of principle already
well established, an estimate of approximately 10% accuracy
seems possible in the near future. Considering these develop-
ments and the efforts of the Muon g − 2 Theory Initiative
[124] to promote the collaborative work of many different
groups, the determination of ahad;LbLμ on the level of the
Glasgowconsensuswill, at thevery least, be consolidated and
a reduction of the uncertainty seems highly probable on the
time scales of the new g − 2 experiments.
Following Eq. (3.31), the sum of all the sectors of the SM

results in a total value of the anomalous magnetic moment
of the muon of

aSMμ ¼ ð11659182.04 $ 3.56Þ × 10−10; ð3:36Þ
where the uncertainty is determined from the uncertainties
of the individual SM contributions added in quadrature.
Comparing this with the current experimental measurement
given in Eq. (1.1) results in a deviation of

Δaμ ¼ ð27.06 $ 7.26Þ × 10−10; ð3:37Þ
corresponding to a 3.7σ discrepancy. This result is compared
with other determinations of aSMμ in Fig. 25. In particular, a
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7.0σ

FIG. 25. A comparison of recent andprevious evaluations ofaSMμ .
The analyses listed in chronological order are DHMZ10 [84], JS11
[85], HLMNT11 [9], FJ17 [79], and DHMZ17 [78]. The prediction
from this work is listed as KNT18, which defines the uncertainty
band that other analyses are compared to. The current uncertainty
on the experimental measurement [1–4] is given by the light blue
band. The light grey band represents the hypothetical situation of
the new experimental measurement at Fermilab yielding the same
mean value for aexpμ as the BNL measurement, but achieving the
projected fourfold improvement in its uncertainty [5].

MUON g − 2 AND αðM2
ZÞ: A NEW DATA-BASED ANALYSIS PHYS. REV. D 97, 114025 (2018)
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•  SM	error	driven	by	LO	HVP	and	LbL	(low	
energy	QCD)	

•  Can	get	LO	HVP	from	electron-positron	
cross	sections	(data)	

Ongoing	effort	in	
calculating	low	energy	
QCD	contributions	
using	data	and	Lattice	
QCD.	

Data	based	
analyses	

Blue	band	is	
BNL	error.	
Grey	band	is	
FNAL	error	
goal.	

PoS(LATTICE2018)010

LQCD Studies for HVP & Muon g�2 Kohtaroh Miura

4. Comparison and Discussion

This section is devoted to show aLO-HVP
µ reported by various LQCD groups and compare them.

The combined results using the LQCD and the dispersive method are also discussed. The aLO-HVP
µ to

be compared takes account of the extrapolations to the continuum limit and the physical mass point,
and FV/SIB/QED corrections. The uncertainties include a statistical error and systematic errors
from a scale setting, lattice data cuttings, fit model dependences in the extrapolations/interpolations,
IR-cuts in the correlators (C f=ud ,D)(t), and/or UV-cuts in the HVP P̂(w2). Both statistical and
total systematic errors are at a few percent level at present.

4.1 Comparing LQCD results

 640  660  680  700  720  740

ETM-14
HPQCD-17
BMW-18
RBC/UKQCD-18
ETM-18

FHM (prelim)
Mainz (prelim)

Jegerlehner-17
DHMZ-17
KNT-18

RBC/UKQCD-18

No new physics

aµ

LO-HVP . 1010

LQCD
Pheno.

Pheno+LQCD

Figure 7: Compilation of recent results for the aLO-HVP
µ

in units of 10�10. See text for details and Table 3.

In Fig. 7 and Table 3, we compare
aLO-HVP

µ reported by various LQCD groups
as well as the one from the dispersive
method. The recently published results,
BMW-18 [24] and RBC/UKQCD-18 [22],
are consistent well to each other and no
new physics (green band in the figure): the
value that aLO-HVP

µ would have to explain the
experimental measurement of aµ [3], as-
suming that all other SM contributions are
unchanged. In contrast, HPQCD-17 [16],
ETM-14 [58], and ETM-18 [32] have ob-
served a smaller aLO-HVP

µ than no new physics.
Recently, HPQCD-17 is updated to FHM-
prelim., which becomes closer to the BMW-
18 and RBC/UKQCD-18 estimates. All (updated) results are consistent with the dispersive esti-
mates where the latter uses Eq. (1.2) to calculate the HVP. Thus, the present LQCD estimates of
aLO-HVP

µ are still premature to confirm or infirm the deviations among the experimental measurement
and the dispersive SM predictions.

As seen in Fig. 7, the LQCD published results are not fully consistent to each other. To see
how the tension comes out, we compare aLO-HVP

µ in flavor-by-flavor in Fig. 8 (see also Table. 4):
connected light/strange/charm contributions (aLO-HVP

µ,ud/s/c, upper-left/lower-left/upper-right) and dis-
connected contributions (aLO-HVP

µ,disc , lower-right). The aLO-HVP
µ,s/c/disc are already determined with high

enough precision with respect to the requirements from FNAL-E989 and J-PARC-E34 experiments
and consistent among all LQCD groups. The tension is on the light connected contribution aLO-HVP

µ,ud
in the published results as shown in the upper-left panel. 9 10 FHM collaboration has updated
their ensembles and improved the multi-exponential fits for the light quark connected correlator
Cud(t) at large distance, which modified their result to aLO-HVP

µ,ud = 630(8) [59]. In turn, aLO-HVP
µ,ud by

9The first and second moments defined in Eq. (2.10) are also indicative of how the tension comes out. See Table. 5.
10It should be noted that the discrepancy in the aLO-HVP

µ,ud between HPQCD-17 and the others (upper-left panel in
Fig. 8) is somewhat overestimated; the FV and taste-breaking corrections from the disconnected pion contributions are
included in HPQCD-17 (due to some methodological reason) while not in the results from the others.
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Muon	g-2	Experiment	measures	the	anomalous	spin	
precession	frequency.	
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ωs = spin precession frequency
!
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!
ωa = anomalous precession frequency

Simple	case	of	no	E-field,	constant	
B-field,	and	momentum	
perpendicular	to	B-field.	
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Experiment	is	sensitive	
to	spin	precession	
relative	to	momentum.	



Muon	anomaly	is	obtained	from	5	numbers.	

aµ =

ge
2
mµ

me

ωa

ω p

µe

µp
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[1]	P.	J.	Mohr,	D.	B.	Newell	and	B.	N.	Taylor,	Rev.	Mod.	Phys.	88,	no.	3,	035009	(2016)	doi:10.1103/RevModPhys.88.035009	[arXiv:1507.07956	[physics.atom-ph]].	

Get	from	CODATA[1]:	
ge	=	-2.002	319	304	361	82(52)	(0.00026	ppb)	
mμ/me	=	206.768	2826(46)	(22	ppb)	
μe/μp	=	-658.210	6866(20)	(3.0	ppb)	
	
Fermilab	Experiment	aμ	total	error	goal	is	140	ppb	

Anomalous	spin	precession	frequency	is	extracted	from	decay	
positron	time	spectra	

N(E, t) = N0 (E, t)e
−t/ γτµ( ) 1− A E, t( )cos ωat +φ E, t( )( )"# $%



Muon	anomaly	is	obtained	from	5	numbers.	

aµ =

ge
2
mµ

me

ωa

ω p

µe

µp

~	

Average	magnetic	field	
seen	by	muons	is	
measured	with	NMR	

!ω p = 2µp

!
B
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Obtain	muon	
distribution	from	
straw	trackers		

Obtain	B-field	
from	NMR	
probes		

(Combine	Together)	

[1]	P.	J.	Mohr,	D.	B.	Newell	and	B.	N.	Taylor,	Rev.	Mod.	Phys.	88,	no.	3,	035009	(2016)	doi:10.1103/RevModPhys.88.035009	[arXiv:1507.07956	[physics.atom-ph]].	

Get	from	CODATA[1]:	
ge	=	-2.002	319	304	361	82(52)	(0.00026	ppb)	
mμ/me	=	206.768	2826(46)	(22	ppb)	
μe/μp	=	-658.210	6866(20)	(3.0	ppb)	
	
Fermilab	Experiment	aμ	total	error	goal	is	140	ppb	

Run-1	

[ppm]	



Fermilab	Muon	g-2	Experiment:	
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•  Trolley	periodically	measures	
magnetic	field	in	the	muon	
storage	region.	

•  NMR	probes	on	the	outside	of	
vacuum	chambers	measure	the	
field	when	there	is	a	beam.	

Measurement of Storage Ring Magnetic Field in terms of !̃p

) Need Larmor frequency of free protons in storage volume while muons are stored

(1) Fixed probes measure field at same time as muons stored, but outside storage volume

(2) Field inside storage volume measured by NMR trolley, but not when muons stored

• Fixed probes are cross-calibrated when trolley goes by; can infer field inside storage volume
when muons stored from fixed probes

Electronics, 
Microcontroller,  
Communication 

Position of NMR 
probes 

Fixed probes on vacuum chambers Trolley with matrix of 17 NMR probes 

(3) Trolley probes calibrated in terms of free proton frequency by an absolute calibration probe

Muon g-2 Experiment FNAL Users’ Meeting, June 14-16, 2016 21

B	=	1.4513	T	

9	cm	Storage	Region	
R0	=	7.112	m	

Storage	Ring	

Run-1	

[ppm]	



342 THE SUPERCONDUCTING INFLECTOR MAGNET

(a) Encased Coil End (b) Coil Removed

Figure 10.24: (a) View of the magnet end. The coil block was epoxy impregnated inside the
aluminum case. (b)Coil block removed from the aluminum case.

(a) Separating the Coils (b) The mandrels

Figure 10.25: (a)Separating the inner and outer coils (b)Inner (left) and outer (right) coils
aluminum mandrels after removing the superconductor from slots.

technology. For example to correct 100 ppm field distortion, requires a printed circuit board
with 10 A total current. These correctors could be mounted on the pole tips or on the
vacuum vessel walls.

Fermilab	Muon	g-2	Experiment:	

15	

μ+	

•  Inflector	injects	muons	into	ring	
while	minimizing	disturbance	to	
B-field	

•  3	magnetic	kickers	“kick”	the	
muons	onto	the	storage	orbit	

•  4	pairs	of	electric	quads	provide	
vertical	focusing	

Storage	Ring	



Fermilab	Muon	g-2	Experiment:	
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e+	

•  180°	and	270°	fiber	profile	beam	
monitors	(special	runs;	degrades	beam)	

•  2	straw	tracker	stations	measure	decay	
positron	trajectory,	which	provides	beam	
profile	reconstruction	

•  24	calorimeters	detect	decay	positron	
arrival	time	and	energy	

s)µTime after first turn (
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Storage	Ring	

June	2017	commissioning	data		

calorimeters	



Status	of	the	Fermilab	Muon	g-2	Experiment:	
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•  Finished	Run-1	&	Run-2;	looking	at	data!	
•  Currently	in	a	Summer	shutdown	preparing	for	Run-3.	
•  Goal	of	publishing	Run-1	results	by	the	end	of	the	year!		

Expect	~1.8×BNL	Run-2	dataset	vs.	~1.4×BNL	
Run-1	dataset	after	Data	Quality	Cuts.	

Without	data-quality	
cuts	(DQC)	



Run-1	ωa	analysis:	
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⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
Common Reconstruction

g−2 Preliminary

T: Ee > 1.7 GeV 
A: Ee > 1.0 GeV, asymm. weight
E: binned Ee 
R: ratio method
Q: energy integration

Common  blinding
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⎣

⎤
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Example	fit	function:	

•  Data	are	hardware	blinded.	
o  No	collaborator	knows	the	clock	tick	

frequencies	(2	external	people	know).	
•  Each	analyzer	has	their	own	private	software	

frequency	offset.	1	of	the	data	subsets	



Run-1	ωa	analysis:	
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Example	fit	function:	

•  Data	are	hardware	blinded.	
o  No	collaborator	knows	the	clock	tick	

frequencies	(2	external	people	know).	
•  Each	analyzer	has	their	own	private	software	

frequency	offset.	
o  Private	software	offsets	removed	for	1	of	the	

data	subsets	(practice	exercise	&	early	
verification).	

•  Run-1	has	4	primary	data	subsets	with	different	
Kicker	&	Electrostatic	Quadrupole	settings.	

•  6	groups	fitting	the	frequency	with	multiple	
methods.	

•  3	independent	event	reconstruction	efforts.	
o  2	methods	fit	individual	(E,t),	but	with	very	

different	approaches	for	how	the	spatial	
information	is	used.	

o  Q-method	is	a	new	charge	integrating	
technique	(unique	to	FNAL	Experiment).	

•  Data	is	gain	&	pileup	corrected,	binned,	and	
randomized	with	respect	to	the	cyclotron	
frequency.	

•  Full	fit	functional	forms	are	producing	excellent	
χ2	and	clean	residuals.	

1	of	the	data	subsets	



Run-1	<ωp>	(B-field)	analysis:	

20	

Use	400	fixed	probes	(outside	of	the	vacuum	chambers)	
to	interpolate	between	trolley	runs.	
•  2	independent	teams	making	good	progress.	

o  Data	are	hardware	blinded.	
o  Results	are	still	software	blinded,	except	for	1	

of	the	data	subsets.	
•  Preliminary	Run-1	estimate.	
	
	
	
B-field	the	trolley	measures	is	not	the	B-field	free	
protons	experience.	
•  B-field	perturbations	due	to	trolley	probe	materials,	

electronics,	enclosures	(need	a	calibration)	
•  Compare	trolley	probes	to	the	plunging	

probe:	plunging	probe	B-field	perturbations	
are	well	measured.	

•  2	independent	analyses	have	produced	preliminary	
results.	
•  Presently	examining	field	gradients,	alignment	

of	trolley/plunging	probe	active	volumes,	and	
impact	of	field	oscillations.	

	
	
Compare	plunging	and	absolute	calibration	probes.	
•  2	types	of	absolute	calibration	probes	

o  Spherical	shaped	H2O	based	
o  Polarized	3He	based	

•  BNL	Experiment	only	used	H2O	based	absolute	
calibration	probe.	

Magnetic field analysis ��trolley calibration

22 July 2019

TDR	

Fermilab PAC

<ωp>	

Analysis	A	
Analysis	B	

B	
A	



Muon	g-2	Experiment	final	error	goals:	
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Category	 BNL	[ppb]	 FNAL	Goal	[ppb]	

Gain	Changes	 120	 20	

Pileup	 80	 40	

Lost	Muons	 90	 20	

CBO	 70	 <	30	

E-field	&	Pitch	Corrections	 50	 30	

Total	(Quadrature	Sum)	 190	 70	

ωa	systematic	uncertainty	summary[1].	

Category	 BNL	[ppb]	 FNAL	Goal	[ppb]	

Absolute	Field	Calibration	 50	 35	

Trolley	Probe	Calibrations	 90	 30	

Trolley	Measurements	Of	B0	 50	 30	

Fixed	Probe	Interpolation	 70	 30	

Muon	Distribution	 30	 10	

Time-dependent	External	Magnetic	Fields	 -	 5	

Others	(Collective	Smaller	Effects)	 100	 30	

Total	(Quadrature	Sum)	 170	 70	

<ωp>	(B-field)	systematic	uncertainty	summary[1].	

[1]	J.	Grange	et	al.	[Muon	g-2	Collaboration],	arXiv:1501.06858	[physics.ins-det].	
[2]	M.	Tanabashi	et	al.	(Particle	Data	Group),	Phys.	Rev.	D	98,	030001	(2018).	

Category	 BNL	[ppb]	 FNAL	Goal	[ppb]	

Total	Statistical	Uncertainty	 460	 100	

Total	Systematic	Uncertainty	 280*	 100	

Total	(Quadrature	Sum)	 540*	 140	

aμ	uncertainty	summary[1,2].	

*	The	net	systematic	is	across	3	running	periods.	



Stay	tuned	…	
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•  Mu2e	Experiment	is	currently	under	construction.	
•  Mu2e	expects	to	start	taking	data	in	2023.	
•  Muon	g-2	Experiment	has	finished	Run-1	and	Run-2	data	collection.	
•  Muon	g-2	is	in	a	summer	shutdown	and	preparing	for	Run-3.	
•  Muon	g-2	has	the	goal	of	publishing	a	Run-1	physics	result	by	the	end	of	2019.	

1st	publication	
(	>1	x	BNL	
statistics)	

2nd	publication	
(	3	x	BNL	
statistics)	

3rd	publication			
(	10	x	BNL	
statistics)	

Final	
publication		

CY18	 CY19	 CY20	 CY21	 CY22	

Assume	4%/BNL	day.	
Gets	very	close	to	21.5	BNL	goal.	

Run-3	starts	Oct-7	and	ends	May-15.	
	
The	proposed	Run-4	would	share	
beam	time	with	Mu2e	commissioning.	
Muon	g-2:	6	months	
Mu2e:								3	months	



Backup	
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Trackers	and	calorimeters	are	used	to	reconstruct	
electron	kinematics.	

24	[1]	R.	H.	Bernstein	[Mu2e	Collaboration],	Front.	in	Phys.	7,	1	(2019).	doi:10.3389/fphy.2019.00001	[arXiv:1901.11099	[physics.ins-det]].	

Bernstein The Mu2e Experiment

FIGURE 14 | A schematic of the Mu2e calorimeter showing the two disks, location of readout modules, and part of the calibration system. The bottom half of the

Figure shows the assembly of the test module and a picture of the test module being moved into place.

there are three panels per face. The tracker has a total of 20,736
straws.

Groups of 96 straws are assembled into panels. One panel is
shown in Figure 12. The straws are visible, as are the front end
electronics. Note the electronics is on the outside of the tracker;
radiation-hard FPGAs will be used. Each panel covers a 120◦

arc and has two layers of straws to improve efficiency and help
determine on which side of the sense wire a track passes (the
classic left-right ambiguity). The straws use two-sided readout
and a comparison of the arrival time at the two ends of the straws
to determine the position along the straw; the resolution here is
about 4 cm, more than sufficient for Mu2e’s purposes given that
a track, spiraling through the detector in the solenoidal field, hits
many straws.

As we have stressed, the tracker is annular, with a central hole
for passage of the muon beam. Electrons from Michel decays
of free muons have a maximum momentum of 52.8 MeV/c and
their radius in the ≈ 1 T magnetic field is too small to produce
hits (as was shown in Figure 11). Most of the higher momentum
decay-in-orbit electrons also have too low a momentum to be
successfully reconstructed as well; only a few hundred thousand
are seen, making a measurement of Rµe at the 10−17 level
possible since then one rejects onlyO(1/105) notO(1/1017). The
expected resolution of the tracker is shown in Figure 13.

5.2. Calorimeter
The Mu2e calorimeter serves several purposes: (1) particle
identification, specifically e/µ separation to remove muons
with the electron signal momentum; (2) improving the tracker
reconstruction, by providing a “seed” for reconstruction as well as
a consistency check; (3) a standalone trigger for the experiment.
The calorimeter consists of two disks, with a central hole for
passage of the remnant muon beam and the beam flash. The
separation between the two disks is specifically chosen to be
“half a wavelength” for the 105 MeV/c conversion electron
in the 1 T field: if a conversion electron passes through the
hole at the center of the first disk, it will hit the second.
A schematic of the calorimeter is shown in Figure 14; also
shown is a test module that provides data we will present
later.

The calorimeter needs

• an energy resolution σE/E < 10%
• timing resolution σt < 500 ps
• position resolution < 1 cm
• to work in a vacuum of 10−4 Torr
• and a 1 T Magnetic Field

Each calorimeter disk will have 674 undoped CsI crystals, 34 ×

34 × 200 mm3 and will be read out with two UV-extended

Frontiers in Physics | www.frontiersin.org 14 January 2019 | Volume 7 | Article 1

Bernstein The Mu2e Experiment

requirement for high core resolution, small high-side tails on the
resolution, and minimum energy loss has led the experiment to
choose a straw tube tracker.

Straw tubes offer an excellent combination of low mass, short
drift times, and excellent resolution and are in wide use in particle
physics (see the PDG, [30], for an overview). Still, the Mu2e
requirements are exceptionally stringent.

The overall geometry of the tracker system is a series of 18
stations along the beam axis, shown in Figure 11. The design
here is the one presented in Lucà [37], slightly advanced from the
design in Bartoszek et al. [8] and the details of the design continue
to evolve slightly. The drift gas will be 80:20 Argon:CO2 at an

FIGURE 11 | The Mu2e tracker. The upper left picture shows panels

assembled into a plane and a station. The assembled tracker is shown in the

bottom figure. The upper right shows a beam’s-eye view of a station: the three

circles are projections of tracks at the Michel peak (small black circle), an

intermediate momentum, and the conversion energy (last in green). Figures

from Miyashita [35].

FIGURE 12 | One panel and the front end electronics for the Mu2e tracker.

Figure from Bonventre [36].

operating voltage of 1,500 V. The basic tracker element is a 25
µm gold plated tungsten sense wire centered in a 5 mm diameter
tube, referred to as a straw. Each straw is made of two layers of
6 µm (25 gauge) Mylar R⃝, spiral wound, with a 3 µm layer of
adhesive between layers. The total thickness of the straw wall is
15 µm. The inner surface has 500 Å of aluminum overlaid with
200 Å of gold as the cathode layer. The outer surface has 500 Å
of aluminum to act as additional electrostatic shielding and to
reduce the leak rate. The straws vary in active length from 334 to
1,174mm and are supported only at the ends. Groups of 96 straws
are assembled into panels. Each panel covers a 120◦ arc and has
two layers of straws to improve efficiency and help determine on
which side of the sense wire a track passes (the classic left-right
ambiguity: one measures the time that a wire is struck relative
to some other time, providing a distance but not a direction). A 1
mm gap is maintained between straws to allow for manufacturing
tolerances and expansion due to gas pressure. This necessitates
that individual straws be self-supporting across their span. The
tracker consists of 18 stations, evenly spaced along its whole
length of 3 m, and associated infrastructure. Each station is made
of two planes (36 planes total) and a plane consists of 6 panels
(216 panels total) rotated by 30◦, on two faces of a support ring;

FIGURE 13 | The resolution of the Mu2e tracker for electrons at the

conversion energy. The sample is chosen with cuts approximating the final

data sample. The asymmetric low side tail is because of the stochastic nature

of energy loss in the tracker. Note that the high-side tail, where decay-in-orbit

events would be “promoted” to the signal region, is small. The simulation uses

measured properties of the tracker, charge cluster formation, processing by

the electronics, and passage through simulated DAQ, which is then passed to

a reconstruction program that includes accidental activity from the beam and

stopped muons. “Core resolution” refers to a fit to the central part of the

resolution and can be thought of as the Gaussian σ . Courtesy of the Mu2e

collaboration.
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Track	at	
conversion	
energy.	

Track	at	
Michel	
peak.		

•  5mm	diameter	straw	drift	tubes	made	with	mylar-epoxy-
Au-Al	walls	and	Au-plated	W	wire.	

•  Operates	in	a	vacuum	with	Ar/CO2	gas	at	~1.45	kV.	
•  Ultra	low	mass	system	to	minimize	multiple	scattering.	
•  Highly	segmented	to	handle	high	rates.	
•  Resolution	less	than	200	keV/c	at	105	MeV.		
•  18	stations	each	having	12	×	120°	panels	=	216	panels	è	

~21,000	straws.	
•  Nearly	blind	to	all	DIO	background	(only	electrons	greater	

than	90MeV	get	reconstructed).		

•  2	annular	disks	separated	by	half	a	track	
wavelength	gives	~90%	acceptance.	

•  Each	disk	contains	~674	scintillating	CsI	crystals	
readout	with	SiPMs	

•  Resolution	~5%	at	105	MeV	and	~1	ns.		



Standard	Model	zoo	of	particles:	
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Comparison	of	the	charged	leptons:	
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τe ∞ -	
τµ 2.1969811	±	0.0000022	μs	 1.0	ppm	
ττ (2.903	±	0.005)	×	10-7	μs	 0.17	%	
me 0.5109989461	±	0.0000000031	MeV	 6.1	ppb	
mµ 105.6583745	±	0.0000024	MeV	 23	ppb	
mτ 1776.86	±	0.12	MeV	 68	ppm	
ae	 0.00115965218091	±	0.00000000000026	 0.22	ppb	
aμ	 0.0011659209	±	0.0000000006	 0.51	ppm	
aτ	 >	-0.052		and	<	0.013	CL=95.0%	 -	

Mode	 Fraction	(Γi	/	Γ)	
µ- à e- νe νµ ≈	1	
µ- à e- νe νµ	γ (6.0	±	0.5)	×	10-8	
µ- à e- νe νµ e+e- (3.4	±	0.4)	×	10-5	

C.	Patrignani	et	al.	(Particle	Data	Group),	Chin.	Phys.	C,	40,	100001	(2016)	and	2017	update.		

Mode	 Fraction	(Γi	/	Γ)	
τ- à µ- νµ ντ 17.39	±	0.04	%	
τ- à e- νe ντ 17.82	±	0.04	%	
τ- à π- ντ 10.82	±	0.05	%	
τ- à K- ντ 0.696	±	0.010	%	

_	
_	
_	

_	
_	



Largest	source	of	SM	error	

γ γ γ 

Non-perturbative	QCD	dominates	SM	muon	g-2	
uncertainty.	
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Contribution	 aμ	[×10-11]	 δaμ	[×10-11]	

QED	incl.	4-loops	+	5-loops	 116	584	718.86	 0.03	

hadronic	LO	VP	 6	894.6	 32.5	

hadronic	LbL	 103.4	 28.8	

Hadronic	HO	VP	 -87.0	 0.6	

Weak	to	2-loops	 153.6	 1.1	

Theory	 116	591	783	 43	

Experiment	 116	592	091	 63	

The.	–	Exp.	(4.0σ	difference)	 -306	 76	

[1]	F.	Jegerlehner,	arXiv:1804.07409	[hep-ph].	

[1]	

Optical	Theorem	
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From	a	recent	hadronic	VP	contributions	to	muon	g-2	workshop[2]:	
•  Belle	II	studying	an	e+e-èπ+π-	measurement	(Maeda	Yosuke)	
•  BABAR	working	on	e+e-èπ+π-	measurement	using	full	BABAR	data	set	

(Michel	Davier)	
•  BESIII	preliminary	e+e-èπ+π-π0,	π+π-2π0,	and	π+π-3π0	measurements	

(Christoph	Florian	Redmer)	
[1]	A.	Keshavarzi,	D.	Nomura	and	T.	Teubner,	Phys.	Rev.	D	97,	no.	11,	114025	(2018)	doi:10.1103/PhysRevD.97.114025	[arXiv:1802.02995	[hep-ph]].	
[2]	Workshop	on	hadronic	vacuum	polarization	contributions	to	muon	g-2,	KEK,	Tsukuba,	Japan,	Feb.	12th	to	14th	(2018):	
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Direct	Scan	Method:	
Initial	State	Radiation	(ISR)	method:	
(suitable	for	Phi-	and	B-factories)	
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of the KLOE data, and a comparison with other exper-
imental measurements of σππðγÞ are presented. These
covariance matrices are used here as input in the full
πþ π− combination in order to fully incorporate the corre-
lation information of the KLOE data as an influence on
both the estimate of aπ

þ π−
μ and its uncertainty.

The BESIII measurement in the ρ resonance region
(again with full statistical and systematic covariance
matrices) allows for an in-depth comparison of the existing
radiative return measurements already contributing to the
πþ π− channel, namely the three measurements by the
KLOE Collaboration and the finely binned measurement
from the BABAR Collaboration [29]. In [9], details were
given regarding tension between the KLOE and BABAR
measurements, where the BABAR data were considerably
higher. As is evident from Fig. 4, tension exists between the
BABAR data and all other contributing data in the dominant
ρ region. When considering this along with the plots of the
resulting cross section in Fig. 5, it is clear that the new
BESIII data agrees well with the KLOE data and the full

πþ π− combination. Interestingly, however, it is in better
agreement with the BABAR data at the peak of the
resonance where the cross section is largest. Although
BABAR still influences with an increase, the agreement
between the other radiative return measurements and the
direct scan data largely compensates for this effect. This is
demonstrated by Fig. 6, with the combination clearly
favoring the other measurements. Tension between data
sets, however, still exists and is reflected in the local χ2

error inflation, which results in an ∼15% increase in the
uncertainty of aπ

þ π−
μ . The effect of this energy dependent

error inflation is shown in Fig. 7, where the difference in
using a local scaling of the error instead of a global one is
clearly visible. Tensions arise in particular in the ρ
resonance region, where the cross section is large.
The full combination of all πþ π− data is found to give

aπ
þ π−

μ ½0.305 ≤
ffiffiffi
s

p
≤ 1.937GeV%

¼ 502.97' 1.14' 1.59 ' 0.06' 0.14

¼ 502.97' 1.97 ð3:3Þ

and

Δαπþ π−ðM2
ZÞ½0.305 ≤

ffiffiffi
s

p
≤ 1.937GeV%

¼ 34.26' 0.12: ð3:4Þ

Although this value of aπ
þ π−

μ stays well within the error
estimate of [9], it exhibits a substantial decrease of the
mean value. This has been attributed to the new data
combination routine which allows for the full use of
correlations in the determination of the mean value as well
as the uncertainty and the inclusion of the new, precise
radiative return data which suppresses the influence of
BABAR in the ρ resonance region.
In comparisonwith Eq. (3.3), theBABAR data alone in the

same energy range give an estimate of aπ
þ π−

μ ðBABARÞ ¼
513.2 ' 3.8. Should all available πþ π− data be combined
using a simple weighted average as in Eq. (2.7), which only

360  365  370  375  380  385  390  395

aµ
π+π−

 (0.6 ≤ �√s ≤ 0.9 GeV) x 1010

Fit of all π+π− data: 369.41 ± 1.32

Direct scan only: 370.77 ± 2.61

KLOE combination: 366.88 ± 2.15

BaBar (09): 376.71 ± 2.72

BESIII (15): 368.15 ± 4.22

FIG. 4. The comparison of the integration of the individual
radiative return measurements and the combination of direct scan
πþ π− measurements between 0.6≤

ffiffiffi
s

p
≤ 0.9 GeV.
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FIG. 5. Contributing data in the ρ resonance region of the πþ π− channel plotted against the new fit of all data (left panel), with an
enlargement of the ρ − ω interference region (right panel).
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the uncertainty due to possible FSR applied to the combi-
nation of inclusive data above 1.937 GeV discussed in
Sec. II A 3. This, in particular, highlights the differences in
the kernel functions of the respective dispersion integrals
for ahad;LOVP

μ and Δαð5ÞhadðM2
ZÞ, where contributions from

higher energies have a larger influence on Δαð5ÞhadðM2
ZÞ than

on ahad;LOVP
μ . If, instead of a data driven analysis, the region

above 1.937 GeV was estimated using pQCD, it would
effectively eliminate the impacting radiative correction
uncertainties in this region. Figure 21 shows the contribu-
tions from all hadronic final states to the hadronic R-ratio
and its uncertainty below 1.937 GeV. Here, the individual
final states are displayed separately as well as with the
resulting total hadronic R-ratio. The full compilation for the
hadronic R-ratio is shown in Fig. 22. The data vector and
corresponding covariance matrix of the hadronic R-ratio in
the range mπ ≤

ffiffiffi
s

p
≤ 11.1985 GeV determined in this

work is available upon request from the authors.

H. Comparison with the HLMNT11 evaluation

To understand further how the changes in the data
combination/input have altered the estimate of ahad;LOVP

μ

and its uncertainty, a comparison of the results from
this analysis and the previous HLMNT11 evaluation [9]
is particularly interesting. Table III gives a channel-by-
channel comparison of the two works, highlighting the
differences in the individual contributions for each channel
and the total sum over their respective energy ranges.7

The largest difference occurs in the πþ π− channel, where
the mean value in this work is lower by almost 1σ of the
HLMNT11 analysis and the uncertainty has reduced by
approximately one-third. As described in the in-depth
discussion of the 2π contribution in Sec. III A, this is
largely due to the new, precise and highly correlated
radiative return data from KLOE and BESIII and the
capability of the new data combination method to utilize
the correlations to their full capacity. The global χ2min=d:o:f:
of the leading and major subleading channels in this work
are compared to those from the HLMNT11 analysis [9] in
Table IV. The reduction of the global χ2min=d:o:f: for the
πþ π− channel further highlights that the data combination
for this channel has improved. The energy dependent
changes in the resonance region are shown in Fig. 23,
where it can be seen that, as expected from the comparison
of the πþ π− results in Table III, the KNT18 data combi-
nation is in good agreement with the HLMNT11 analysis,
but sits lower overall.
The Kþ K− channel shows tension with the HLMNT11

analysis, where the new data in this channel from BABAR
[45] and CMD-3 [46] have incurred a large increase in the
mean value, while also improving the uncertainty despite
the small increase in global χ2min=d:o:f: This is also the case
for the πþ π−πþ π− channel. Other tensions include the
K0

SK
0
L, ηπ

þ π−, ηω, and ωð→ π0γÞπ0 channels, where again,
the new, more precise data have resulted in changes outside
the quoted HLMNT11 uncertainties. The KK2π channel
exhibits a similar change as discussed in Sec. III E.
All other channels are in good agreement between the
different analyses. It it important to note that this
work includes three channels that were not included as part
of the HLMNT11 analysis: ðηπþ π−π0Þnoω, ηωπ0, and

FIG. 20. Pie charts showing the fractional contributions to the
total mean value (left pie chart) and ðerrorÞ2 (right pie chart) of
both ahad;LOVP

μ (upper panel) and Δαð5ÞhadðM2
ZÞ (lower panel)

from various energy intervals. The energy intervals for
ahad;LOVP
μ are defined by the boundaries mπ , 0.6, 0.9, 1.43,

2.0, and ∞GeV. For Δαð5ÞhadðM2
ZÞ, the intervals are defined by

the energy boundaries mπ , 0.6, 0.9, 1.43, 2.0, 4.0, 11.2, and
∞GeV. In both cases, the ðerrorÞ2 includes all experimental
uncertainties (including all available correlations) and local
χ2min=d:o:f: inflation. The fractional contribution to the ðerrorÞ2
from the radiative correction uncertainties are shown in black
and indicated by “rad.”

7Note that the results for individual contributions to ahad;LOVP
μ

from this work that are listed in Table III differ from those
given earlier in Sec. III and in Table II, as for a comparison with
HLMNT11 [9], contributions to ahad;LOVP

μ from exclusive chan-
nels are evaluated up to 2 GeV. However, to consistently compare
the final results for ahad;LOVP

μ between the two works, the total
KNT18 result given in Table III is not determined as
the sum of the individual contributions listed above it, but is
the final result for ahad;LOVP

μ calculated in this work using the
exclusive channels evaluated up to 1.937 GeV. Summing
the KNT18 values listed in Table III (i.e. choosing to evaluate
the sum of exclusive states from this work up to 2 GeV), results in
ahad;LOVP
μ ¼ ð693.06 % 2.45Þ × 10−10.
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provides the error weighting to each cluster by its local
uncertainty, the estimate for aπ

þπ−
μ would be aπ

þπ−
μ ðnaive

weighted averageÞ ¼ 509.1 % 2.9. In this case, the estimate
is strongly pulled up by the fine binning and high statistics of
the BABAR data that dominate when no correlations are
taken into account for the mean value. This difference of
nearly 2σ when comparing to Eq. (3.3) indicates the
importance of fully incorporating all available correlated
uncertainties in any combination of the data.
The uncertainty has reduced by approximately one-third.

Again, this is due to the new, precise radiative return data
which further dominate the πþπ− fit and the improvement
of the overall combination which now fully incorporates

the energy dependent correlations. In addition, the radiative
corrections uncertainties have reduced since [9], as dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. II A.

B. π +π −π0 channel

Since [9], there has been only one new addition to the
πþπ−π0 channel [36]. This new data set improves this
channel away from resonance, where previously only
BABAR data [37] had provided a contribution of notable
precision. Compared to [9], an additional change is applied to
three separate data scans over the ϕ resonance in a meas-
urement by CMD-2 [38], where the systematic uncertainties
between the three scans are now taken to be fully correlated
[39]. These changes, along with the new data combination
routine, have resulted in an improved estimate of

aπ
þπ−π0

μ ½0.66 ≤
ffiffiffi
s

p
≤ 1.937 GeV'

¼ 47.79 % 0.22 % 0.71 % 0.13 % 0.48

¼ 47.79 % 0.89 ð3:5Þ
and

Δαπþπ−π0ðM2
ZÞ½0.66 ≤

ffiffiffi
s

p
≤ 1.937 GeV' ¼ 4.77 % 0.08:

ð3:6Þ

Figure 8 shows the full integral range of the data for the
πþπ−π0 cross section. Figure 9 shows an enlargement of the
ω and ϕ resonance regions in this channel.

C. 4 π channels

The πþπ−πþπ− channel now includes two new additions
since [9]. First, an improved statistics measurement by
the BABAR Collaboration in the range 0.6125 ≤

ffiffiffi
s

p
≤

4.4875 GeV [40] supersedes their previous measurement
in this channel [41]. More recently, a data set by the CMD-3
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[1]	

[1]	

σ(e+e-èπ+π-)	contributes	the	
most	to	the	value	and	error	
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Work	continues	on	improving	the	precision	of					
aμhad.	LO	VP.	
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Direct	Scan	Method:	
Initial	State	Radiation	(ISR)	method:	
(suitable	for	Phi-	and	B-factories)	
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BNL	muon	anomaly	measurement	and	SM	prediction	
differ	by	greater	than	3σ.	

30	
[1]	F.	Jegerlehner,	EPJ	Web	Conf.	166,	00022	(2018)	doi:10.1051/epjconf/201816600022	[arXiv:1705.00263	[hep-ph]].	
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incl. ISR
DHMZ10 (e+e−)
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JS11 (e+e−+τ)
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[3.4 σ]

HLMNT11 (e+e−)
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[3.3 σ]

DHMZ10/JS11 (e+e−+τ)
181.1± 4.6

[3.6 σ]

BDDJ15# (e+e−+τ)
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[4.8 σ]

BDDJ15∗ (e+e−+τ)
175.0± 5.0

[4.2 σ]
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[3.6 σ]
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[4.1 σ]

excl. ISR
DHea09 (e+e−)
178.8± 5.8

[3.5 σ]

BDDJ12∗ (e+e−+τ)
175.4± 5.3

[4.1 σ]

experiment
BNL-E821 (world average)
209.1± 6.3

aµ×1010-11659000

∗ HLS global fit

# HLS best fit

Figure 10. Dependence of aµ predictions on recent evaluations of ahad,LO
µ . The HLS best fit BDDJ15#

(NSK+KLOE10+KLOE12) does not include BaBar ππ data [39], while BDDJ15∗ does. JS11 [40], FJ16 [1]
is updated and includes the BES III and KEDR data. Further points are BDDJ12 [7], DHMZ10 [41],
DHMZ16 [22, 44], HLMNT11 [43] and DHea09 [42]. The DHMZ10 (e+e−+τ) result is not including the ρ − γ
mixing correction, i.e. it misses important isospin breaking effects. In contrast, DHMZ10/JS11 is obtained by in-
cluding this correction, which brings the point into much better agreement with standard analyses based on e+e−

data alone, as for example the DHMZ10 (e+e− ) result. (see also [21, 45]). Note: results depend on which value
has been taken for HLbL. JS11 and BDDJ13 includes 116(39)× 10− 11 [JN] [46], DHea09, DHMZ10, HLMNT11
and BDDJ12 use 105(26) × 10− 11 [PdRV] [47], while FJ16 includes an updated 103(29) × 10− 11.

of HVP by using indirect constraints. The global fit strategy followed in [7] takes into account data
below E0 = 1.05GeV (just above the φ ) to constrain the effective Lagrangian couplings. Used are
45 different data sets, 6 annihilation channels and 10 partial width decays. The effective theory then
allows us to predict cross sections for the channels π+π− , π0γ, ηγ, η′γ, π0π+π− ,K+K− ,K0K̄0 , which
account for 83.4% of ahad

µ . The missing channels 4π, 5π, 6π, ηππ,ωπ and the higher energy tail E > E0
is evaluated using data directly and pQCD for the perturbative region and tail. All mixing effects, as
γρ -mixing, ρω -mixing, · · · , as well as the decay branching fractions are dynamically generated by
including self-energy effects of the spin 1 mesons. One thus is taking into account proper phase space,
energy dependent widths etc. Such fit strategy is able to shed light on incompatibilities in the data, e.g.
KLOE vs BaBar, by comparing the fit qualities, but also reveals the compatibility of τ–decay spectra
with e+e− –data after accounting for the mixing effects like including γ − ρ0 mixing. HLS estimates
are included in table 10 together with other recent results.

6 HVP from lattice QCD (following H. Wittig at LATTICE 2016)
The need for ab initio calculation of ahad

µ is well motivated: – the problems to determine non-
perturbative contributions to the muon g − 2 from experimental data at sufficient precision persists
and is not easy to improve, – a model–independent extension of CHPT to the relevant energies ranges
up to 2 GeV is missing, while the new experiments E989 FNAL and E34 J-PARC require an im-
provement of the hadronic uncertainties by a factor two to four.
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600 650 700 750 800

Nf = 2 + 1 + 1

■ HPQCD 16
666 ± 13

■ ETM 15
678 ± 29

■ ETM 13
674 ± 28

Nf = 2 + 1

▲ RBC/UKQCD 11
641 ± 46

▲ Aubin+Blum 07
748 ± 21

▲ Aubin+Blum 07
713 ± 15

Nf = 2

■ Mainz/CLS 16
652 ± 35

▲ Mainz/CLS 11
618 ± 64

❙ ETM 11
572 ± 16

e+e−&τ data688.77 ± 3.38

aHVP
µ · 1010

Figure 12. Summary of recent LQCD results for the leading order aHVP
µ , in units 10−10. Labels: ■ marks

u , d , s, c, ▲ u , d , s and ❙ u , d contributions. Individual flavor contributions from light (u , d) amount to about 90%,
strange about 8% and charm about 2%. Results shown are from HPQCD 16 [56], ETM 15 [57], ETM 13 [58],
RBC/UKQCD 11 [52], Aubin+Blum 07 [59], Mainz/CLS 16 [60], Mainz/CLS 11 [61] and ETM 11 [48]. The
vertical band shows the e+e− data driven DR estimate (2).

7 Alternative method to get ahad
µ : using α(t = −Q2) measured via t–channel

exchange processes.

A promising alternative method to determine ahad
µ is possible by a dedicated measurement of α(t)

at spacelike momentum transfer as advocated in [62] and [63]. Given α(−Q2) and the fact that the
leptonic contribution is well under control in perturbation theory one can extract the hadronic shift

∆αhad(−Q2) = 1 − α

α(−Q2)
− ∆αlep(−Q2) (8)

and determine ahad
µ via the representation

ahad
µ =

α

π

1!

0

dx (1 − x) ∆αhad
"
−Q2(x)

#
(9)

where Q2(x) ≡ x2

1−x m2
µ is the spacelike square momentum–transfer. In the Euclidean region the inte-

grand is highly peaked around half of the ρ meson mass scale (see figure 13). The method is very
different from the standard approach based on (1): radiative corrections are very different (much sim-
pler) as no hadronic final states need to be understood, no VP subtraction is to be performed, no
exclusive channel collection etc. So, even a 1% level measurement can provide important indepen-
dent information. This in view of the problem to get accurate hadronic total cross–section in the range
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[1]	

[1]	

Work	continues	with	LQCD	aμhad.	LO	VP	calculations	

u,	d,	s,	and	c	contributions	
u,	d,	and	s,	contributions	
u	and	d	contributions	

•  Historical	e+e-	and	τ	data	discrepancy	resolved	by	including	
effects	such	as	ρ−γ mixing	(important	isospin	breaking	
effects):	DHMZ10	(e+e-	+	τ)	does	not	have	ρ−γ mixing	
correction	

•  BDDJ15#	excludes	while	BDDJ15*	includes	BABAR	π+π-	data		
•  If	central	values	do	not	move,	achieving	Fermilab	error	

goal	will	lead	to	a	greater	than	5σ	difference	



Fermilab	Muon	g-2	Experiment:	
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Target	
Delivery	Ring	

p	 μ+	

•  Start	with	a	proton	bunch	
•  Protons	hit	target	to	produce	pions	
•  Delivery	Ring	extracts	protons	and	allows	for	

remaining	pions	to	decay	to	muons	

Temporal	
Proton	Bunch	

120	ns	

Not	to	scale	

p,	π,	μ	



Fermilab	Muon	g-2	Collaboration	…	
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•  Domestic Universities 
–  Boston 
–  Cornell 
–  Illinois  
–  James Madison 
–  Kentucky  
–  Massachusetts 
–  Michigan 
–  Michigan State 
–  Mississippi 
–  North Central 
–  Northern Illinois  
–  Regis 
–  Virginia 
–  Washington 

•  National Labs 
–  Argonne 
–  Brookhaven 
–  Fermilab 






•  China   
–  Shanghai 

•  Germany   
–  Dresden 

•  Italy  
–  Frascati  
–  Molise 
–  Naples  
–  Pisa 
–  Roma Tor Vergata 
–  Trieste 
–  Udine 

•  Korea   
–  CAPP/IBS 
–  KAIST 

•  Russia   
–  Budker/Novosibirsk 
–  JINR Dubna 

•  United Kingdom 
–  Lancaster/Cockcroft 
–  Liverpool 
–  University College London 
–  Manchester 






Experiment	uses	a	weak	focusing	muon	storage	ring.	

The Fourier analysis of the CERN and BNL
lattices F ðs=RÞ ¼

P

AN cosðNs=RÞ up to N ¼ 12 is
shown in Table 1.

Note that the BNL lattice design with the four-
fold symmetry has no N ¼ 2 term which drives the
strong octupole resonance with two-fold symme-
try. The minimum and maximum beta functions
are shown in Table 2 for two, four, and eight-fold
symmetry.

The period pR=2 with this four-fold symmetry is
much less than the period of the radial oscilla-
tions (close to 2pR), and especially the period of
the vertical betatron oscillations (B6pR). For this

reason we can, with a very good accuracy, use in
most estimates the field index n averaged over the
orbit, n ¼ /nðsÞS: In our case, n ¼ 0:43n0; where
n0 is the n-value as defined in Eq. (1) inside
the quadrupole region. In this ‘‘smoothed’’
approximation, the betatron tunes (the number
of oscillations during one turn) are defined as
nx ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 $ n
p

; ny ¼
ffiffiffi

n
p

; and /DðsÞS ¼ aR0; a ¼
1=ð1 $ nÞ; bx ¼ R=nx; by ¼ R=ny; the familiar
weak focusing formulas; both DðsÞ and bx;yðsÞ are
constant. In reality, they slightly change along s;
with DðsÞ; bxðsÞ maximal in the middle of
intervals between quads and minimal in the

Fig. 1. The cross section of the muon storage ring showing the magnet pole pieces, the three cryostats housing the corresponding
superconducting coils, and the vacuum chamber in between the pole pieces housing the electrostatic quadrupoles.

Y.K. Semertzidis et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 503 (2003) 458–484460

high voltage insulator. It was therefore very
important to make those electrodes (Q1 full and
Q1 half) as thin as possible and yet sturdy enough
so that they do not buckle.

4.1.5. Leads
The typical leads arrangement for each set of

four electrodes are shown in Fig. 8. The leads
are 3 mm O.D. aluminum tube with 0:5 mm

Fig. 5. The cross section of the quadrupole plates (‘‘electrodes’’) and NMR trolley rails (‘‘ground electrodes’’). The top-bottom as well
as the left-right high voltage support insulators are also shown.

Fig. 6. A photograph taken from the end of a vacuum chamber housing the quadrupole plates; the ring center is on the left. The
distance between quadrupole plates at equal potential is 10 cm. The bottom left and the top right rails are where the cable NMR trolley
rides when measuring the magnetic field. The other two rails were used to keep the symmetry in the quadrupole region. The ruler units
are in inches.

Y.K. Semertzidis et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 503 (2003) 458–484 465

Super	conducting	coil	

Super	conducting	coil	

Super	conducting	coil	

pole	

pole	

Bending	Magnetic	Dipole	Field	
(horizontal	focusing)	

+18.3	kV	

+18.3	kV	

-18.3	kV	-18.3	kV	

[1]	Y.	K.	Semertzidis	et	al.,	Nucl.	Instrum.	Meth.	A		503,	458	(2003).	doi:10.1016/S0168-9002(03)00999-9	

[1]		

[1]		

Vertical	Focusing	Electric	
Quadrupole	Field	

Scraping	sets	bottom,	
Q2	inner,	and	Q4	outer	
plates	to	±13.1	kV.	
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Horizontal And Vertical Tunes:
ν x ≈ 1− n

ν y ≈ n

!
ωa ≈

!
ωs −

!
ωc ≈ −

q
m
aµ
!
B− aµ −

1
γ 2 −1

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

!
β ×
!
E
c

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

0	when	γ	=	29.3	=>	
pμ	=	3.094	GeV/c	

ωa	=	anomalous	precession	frequency	
ωs	=	spin	precession	frequency	
ωc	=	cyclotron	frequency	



Fermilab	beamline	decays	away	most	of	the	pions.	
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8.89	GeV	p	beam	
impacts	the	target	

3.1	GeV	
secondaries	(π,	μ,	
p)	travel	along	M2	
&	M3,	where	μ+	
are	collected	from	
π+	decays			

μ+	are	extracted	from	
the	ring	and	
transferred	into	the	
storage	ring	via	M5	

After	a	few	turns	
remaining	π+	convert	to	μ+	

μ+	enter	the	g-2	
storage	ring	

Protons	separate	
and	are	removed	

D.	Stratakis	



Straw	tracker	detectors	measure	the	storage	ring	
muon	beam	profile	when	taking	physics	data.	

probably	a	
proton	

3.1	GeV/c	
muon	

•  Trackers	used	to	extrapolate	a	decay	
positron	trajectory	back	to	muon	decay	
position.		

•  Muon	g-2	will	also	measure	muon	electric	
dipole	moment	by	determining	if	there	is	
any	tilt	in	the	muon	precession	plane	
away	from	vertical	orientation.	

	

The	above	June	2017	commissioning	data	has	
large	proton	contamination:	60	p:	4	π:	1	μ	 35	

“Wiggle”	plot	for	tracks	with	momentum	greater	than	1.8	GeV	

Can	see	ωa	frequency	in	tracker	data	

(calorimeter	hits)	/	
(total	number	of	
tracks)	gives	calo	
efficiency:	nearly	all	
the	missing	calo	hits	
look	like	lost	muons.	



Segmented	calorimeters	provide	spatial	resolution	
that	can	be	used	to	separate	positron	hits.	

7

a lighthouse riding a carousel

μe

11

lead fluoride crystals

laser light calibration 
system

SiPMs

24 calorimeter stations around ring

Calorimeters	measure	decay	positron	
energy	and	detector	arrival	time.	

6	×	9	segmented	array		

J.	Kaspar	

J.	Kaspar	

Lost	muons	(MIPs)	

Calorimeter	energy	distribution:	
Dec.	2017	data	
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Decay	positrons		

Crystals	are	25×25×140	mm	
Ring	side	of	
calorimeter	

The	above	June	2017	commissioning	data	has	
large	proton	contamination:	60	p:	4	π:	1	μ	

Calorimeter	cluster	spatial	distribution	



Trolley	is	used	to	measure	muon	storage	region	
magnetic	field	during	data	collection.	
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Rough Shimming Results 

Ve
rti

ca
l (

cm
)

       R-R0(cm)

Azimuthally-Averaged Map

Goal

~1400 ppm

50 ppm

Oct 2015             Aug 2016

Oct 2015 Aug 2016

Storage	ring	field	is	
shimmed	to	be	highly	
uniform	to	reduce	
systematic	errors	

[1]	

Measurement of Storage Ring Magnetic Field in terms of !̃p

) Need Larmor frequency of free protons in storage volume while muons are stored

(1) Fixed probes measure field at same time as muons stored, but outside storage volume

(2) Field inside storage volume measured by NMR trolley, but not when muons stored

• Fixed probes are cross-calibrated when trolley goes by; can infer field inside storage volume
when muons stored from fixed probes

Electronics, 
Microcontroller,  
Communication 

Position of NMR 
probes 

Fixed probes on vacuum chambers Trolley with matrix of 17 NMR probes 

(3) Trolley probes calibrated in terms of free proton frequency by an absolute calibration probe

Muon g-2 Experiment FNAL Users’ Meeting, June 14-16, 2016 21

Trolley	can	be	
pulled	around	
storage	ring	when	
beam	is	not	being	
delivered.	

[2]	

R.	Hong	

D.	Flay	



Run-1	ωa	analysis:	
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N t( ) = N0Λ t( )Ncbo t( )Nvw t( )e−t /τ

⋅ 1+ A0 ⋅ Acbo t( ) ⋅cos ωa R( ) ⋅ t +φ0 +φcbo t( )⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦{ }

Example	fit	function:	



Fiber	profile	beam	monitors	(fiber	harps)	study	the	
storage	ring	beam	dynamics.	
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FFT of middle fiber intensity signal from X-profile Harp at 180deg

Fermilab Muon g-2 collaboration

Commissioning Run, June 2017

PRELIMINARY
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June	2017	commissioning	data	has	large	
proton	contamination:	60	p:	4	π:	1	μ	

3	central	fiber	traces	from	x-profile	monitor	at	180	degree	position.	

13	mm	spatial	separation		

13	mm	spatial	separation		

FFT	of	
middle	
fiber	

Proton	Horizontal	
Betatron	Frequency	

Proton	Revolution	
(Cyclotron)	Frequency	

Fiber	harps	degrade	beam,	not	
used	when	taking	physics	data.	



Fermilab	Muon	g-2	Experiment:	
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μ+	 μ+	

•  M5	magnetic	quads	do	final	
focusing	before	injection	into	ring	

•  Inflector	injects	muons	into	ring	
while	minimizing	disturbance	to	
B-field	

•  3	magnetic	kickers	“kick”	the	
muons	onto	the	storage	orbit	

•  Electric	quads	provide	weak	
vertical	focusing	

•  Quads	scrape	beam	against	
collimators	at	early	times	

Storage	Ring	

Not	to	scale	

[1]	

[1]	J.M.	Grange,	GM2-doc-8765	



If	FNAL	measures	1σ	below	BNL	value.	

Need	O(10)	BNL	and	Syst.	Unce.	less	
~175	ppb	to	get	to	5𝜎	SM	discrepancy.	

If	FNAL	measures	the	same	BNL	value	
Status	of	the	Fermilab	Muon	g-2	Experiment:	
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•  Finished	Run-1	&	Run-2;	looking	at	data!	
•  Currently	in	a	Summer	shutdown	preparing	

for	Run-3.	
•  Goal	of	publishing	Run-1	results	by	the	end	of	

the	year!		

Expect	~1.8×BNL	Run-2	dataset	vs.	~1.4×BNL	
Run-1	dataset	after	Data	Quality	Cuts.	

Without	data-quality	
cuts	(DQC)	

Total	final	Syst.	Unce.	goal	is	100	ppb	



Muon	electric	dipole	moment	(EDM)	will	tilt	the	spin	
precession	plane.	

42	
[1]	J.	Grange	et	al.	[Muon	g-2	Collaboration],	arXiv:1501.06858	[physics.ins-det].	

78 OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

where ⌘ plays the same role for the EDM as g plays for the MDM.
To good approximation, !a is directed parallel to the ~B field, and !⌘ is directed radially

since the motional electric field proportional to ~�⇥ ~B dominates over the quadrupole electric
field. The net e↵ects of the EDM are to tip the plane of polarization precession out of the
ring plane by the angle � = tan�1 ⌘�

2aµ
(see Fig. 3.4), and to increase the magnitude of the

precession according to ! =
q
!2
a + !2

⌘ =

r
!2
a +

⇣
e⌘�B
2m

⌘2
. This tipping causes the average

vertical component of the momentum of the decay positrons to oscillate with frequency !a,
but out of phase with the number oscillation (Eq. 3.18) by ⇡/2.

z

β

B

s

ω
ωa

y

x

ηω

δ

Figure 3.4: (b) The vectors ~!a and ~!⌘ showing the tipping of the precession plane because
of the presence of an electric dipole moment.

Since E989 will be equipped with three tracking stations that are useful for determining
the properties of the stored muon beam, the up-down oscillating EDM signal comes for free.
E989 should be able to improve on the E821 muon EDM limit [5] of

dµ < 1.8⇥ 10�19 e · cm (95%C.L.) (3.12)

two or more orders of magnitude. The most recent measurement of the electron EDM
obtained [6] de < 8.7 ⇥ 10�29 e·cm (90% C.L). While a naive scaling between the electron
and muon EDM goes linearly with mass, there are SUSY models that predict a much larger
scaling [7].

3.4 Vertical Focusing with Electrostatic Quadrupoles

The storage ring acts as a weak-focusing betatron, with the vertical focusing provided by
electrostatic quadrupoles. The ring is operated at the magic momentum, so that the electric
field does not contribute to the spin precession. However there is a second-order correction
to the spin frequency from the radial electric field, which is discussed below. There is also a
correction from the vertical betatron motion, since the spin equations in the previous section
were derived with the assumption that ~� · ~B = 0.

A pure quadrupole electric field provides a linear restoring force in the vertical direction,
and the combination of the (defocusing) electric field and the central (dipole) magnetic field

δ = tan−1
ηµβ

2aµ

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟

ω = ωa
2 +ωη

2 ≈ ωa
2 +

qηµβB
2m

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

2

•  Muon	EDM	will	violate	P,	T,	and	CP	
symmetries.		

•  Experiment	only	measures	one	precession	
frequency!	

•  To	a	good	approximation,						is	parallel	to					
and							points	radially	in	the	storage	ring.	

•  Straw	Tracker	Detectors	can	measure	a	tilt	in	
the	spin	precession	plane.	
o  From	a	radial	or	longitudinal	magnetic	

field	component.	
o  From	a	muon	EDM.		
o  A	tilt	in	the	precession	plane	leads	to	an	

up-down	asymmetry	in	the	positron	
angle.	
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B-field	contribution	dominates	
over	E-field	contribution	in	
storage	ring.		
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